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OPERATION MANUAL : OPUS VII RPG ELECTRIC TABLE 2014-09
Opus VII RPG Electric and Opus VII RPG Electric extra tables instruction manual 2014
1. Description
Both Opus VII RPG Electric ( classic) and Opus VII RPG Electric extra (extra) tables are specifically
designed in treating patients with the RPG method developed by Mr. Philippe Souchard from France.
The table frame, table top surface and the Leg Stretch Post were created to render the specific postures
for this method possible on a scissor lift concept in 1991 by Techno Vogue Inc., in collaboration with Mr.
Philippe Souchard. Pictures of the two tables are illustrated below. The only difference between the
classic and extra tables is the thickness of the foam used to manufacture the table top. The extra table
top is manufactured with a 1 inch thick agglomerated foam to provide more comfort for the therapist
and the patient. The extra table is the preferred choice for hospitals and clinics providing RPG,
Osteopathy and manual therapy treatments. The classic table top is manufactured with a complex
combination of felts and 0.25" high quality foam to provide a rigid treatment surface specifically
required for RPG treatments. The standard vinyl colour is a navy blue colour with a beige metallic
powder coated steel frame. Special colors are available upon request.

Figure 1 OPUS VII RPG ELECTRIC CLASSIC - MATRIX 65 SKF
ACTUATOR 8000N SYSTEM - ELECTRIC PEDAL

Figure 3 OPUS VII RPG ELECTRIC EXTRA - THICKER
MATTRESS

Figure 2 OPUS VII RPG ELECTRIC CLASSIC - MAGNETIC SKF
SHU14UBAK-013 8000N ACTUATOR - PNEUMATIC PEDAL

Figure 4 OPUS VII RPG ELECTRIC EXTRA WITH HEAD REST &
THICKER MATTRESS & LINEMASTER ELECTRIC FOOT SWITCH
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2. Steel base
The steel base is made from cold rolled steel tubing and provides a sturdy all welded construction.
The various parts are outlined in the figure below. The mattress is held in place with Tee nuts and 2
inch long # 10 wood screws.
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Figure 5 Steel frame for OPUS VII RPG Electric table

Legend for items identified in figure 5 for maintenance
Item 1 : Pivot for supporting the arms of the table. The arms of the table are not to be used for sitting or
subjected to heavy loads. The details of assembly are shown in the following figures. Every 5 years, it is
recommended that the lock nut be replaced and the joint cleaned with a degreasing substance and
degreased. The tension on the arms can be adjusted by torque the nut to the required setting so that
the arm rotates about the pivot with a slight resistance. It also will level the arm from drooping. The
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shoulder bolt should be properly inserted past the thickness of the 1 x 2 inch rectangular cross tubing
under the round wooden support.
Item 2: The supporting arms are attached to the wooden arm mattress though Tee nuts and space
washers are used to ensure that the arms are adjusted to bring the arms parallel to the table top surface
within 0.25".
Item 3 : The galvanised steel rails are attached to the table with 10-24 1/4 long screws and hold the
bearing supports for the rear and front carriage assemblies. It is recommended to grease the rails from
inside every 5 years to maintain a quiet table movement. ( Fluid Film non drip lubricant)
Item 4: The table is provided with two levelling pads that slightly swivel when the table moves from its
lowest position to its highest position. These pads may need replacement after 5 years of use, if the
table makes any noise while it is in motion originating from these pads.
Item 5: The table is assembled with 3/8" diameter shoulder bolts of different lengths with bronze
bushings that are lubricated for life. Light machine oil lubrication can be used every 5 years. Ensure that
the pins remain in place, in particular for the rear carriage assembly above the wheels.
Item 6 : The table is installed with a SKF electrical actuator made in Switzerland with a push force of
8000N. Every 5 years it is recommended that the steel pins at the attach points of the actuator be
lubricated with machine oil to reduce the friction to conserve push force of the actuator.
The first tables produced between 1991 - 2000 were provided with a hydraulic actuator system with a
double foot switch that simultaneously started the hydraulic pump and opened the solenoid valve to
lower or raise the table.
These actuators were replaced with a "Magnetic" actuators with pneumatic foot switches or electrical
switches between the years 2000 - 2006.
Since 2006 a SKF Magnetic - Matrix 65, 8000N actuator with electrical foot switch is now standard
supply for the RPG tables. See figures 6 and 7 and literature appended to this manual.

Figure 6 ELECTRIC PEDAL for MATRIX 65 SKF ACTUATOR
8000N SYSTEM

Figure 7 OPUS VII RPG ELECTRIC - MATRIX 65 SKF
ACTUATOR 8000N SYSTEM
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3. Pivot for supporting the arms ( Item 1 on figure 5)
The welded arm support 0.5" diameter pin is passed through the wooden round support, through the
bushing and protrudes beyond the bronze bushing flange at the bottom of the horizontal arm
rectangular tubing 1"x 2". Figures 8, 9, 10 & 11.
Figure 11, shows the correct installation of the arm securing with the lock nut and washers with a 9/16"
key.

Figure 8 : 0.5" dia steel pin of the arm set to protrude past
the bronze bushing flange

Figure 10: 0.5" diameter steel pin of the arm rest to
protrude past the bronze busing flange

Figure 9 Bronze bushing installed with flange on the bottom

Figure 11 Arm pin secured in place by using 0.5" dia hole
and 0.375" diameter flat galvanized washers abutting
against the flange to squeeze the arm to the desired extent
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4. Leg stretch Post ( Potence)
The leg stretch post can be installed on the front of the table on a gold galvanized plate. This plate
can also be removed and installed on the wall behind the RPGiest to facilitate the treatments. Install
the bottom of the plate from the floor at a height of 15 - 18 inches and reinforce the upper portion
of the post against bending away from the wall.

Figure 12 INSTALLATION OF THE LEG STRETCH POST
( POTENCE) ON THE WALL
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5. OPUS VII RPG ELECTRIC - Specification

OPUS VII RPG Electric classic and Extra

OPUS VII RPG Electric table, 6 straps for the feet
and the arms, gliding and swiveling arm supports
with brakes, height adjusting post for foot
straps, specially constructed mattress per RPG
practice, in navy blue color. Steel base in powder
coated beige color.
Illustration of OPUS VII RPG Electric table in
Burgundy color, with a classical RPG mattress

Height adjustment:
14” to 36”
Capacity:
350 lbs
Electric motor:
SKF-Magnetic, 8000N
Certification:
CSA and UL
Control:
one electric pedal
Options: 2nd electric pedal, other colors in
option, thicker mattress with 1” agglomerated
foam, ( Extra) for RPG and Osteo combination
treatments is available on request
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6. Vinyl top care
Royal Hampton specifications for the vinyl top are appended to this manual. In general, the vinyl should
be protected from direct exposure to skin, sweat and any chlorinated or alcohol containing strong
solvents. Ideally a protective cotton sheet cover is recommended. ( Fig.13). Particular care for the head
rest area is recommended in this regard. Failure to protect the vinyl from body sweat and oils will result
in hardening of the vinyl in the exposed areas over time, leading to eventual cracking of the surface.
Strong cleaning products like 'Germxtra' should not be used on the vinyl top.
Regular cleaning with a humid cloth or mild soapy water and then rinsing with fresh water is
recommended.

Figure 13 Protecting the table vinyl top with a cotton cover

7.
8.
9.
10.

SKF Matrix product catalogue page for Max 65 electrical actuator enclosed
SKF foot pedal specification number: STF01-LU1000-X100 data sheet enclosed
Medical equipment cert for Canada for SKF products enclosed
Royal Hampton Vinyl catalogue colour blue Columbine H066 or Black H012 and manufacturer's
data page enclosed
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Product information

Name: Matrix
Designation: MAX 65-A200415A0100-000 Matrix

Product specifications
Product Group
Max. stroke
Motor voltage
Load
Colour
Cable
Orientation of rear attachment
Force push
Force pull
Speed at no load
Speed at max. load
Protection
Quick delivery
Retracted length

[mm]
[V]
[N]

[N]
[N]
[mm/s]
[mm/s]

[mm]

MAX 6
200
120 V AC/60Hz, integrated low voltage control
8 000
grey RAL 7 035
No cable
Standard
8 000
6 000
8
6
IP66S
Yes
415

Please choose your country with the top menu
,
®SKF is a registered trademark of the SKF Group. ©SKF Group 2007. The content of this publication are the copyright of the publisher and may not be reproduced (even extracts) unless
permission is granted. Every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication but no liability can be accepted for any loss or damage whether
direct,indirect or consequential arising out of the use of the information contained herein.

Foot switch
ST

Benefits
• Easy and precise
• Ergonomic design
• Different plug options

ST

Foot switches

Suitable pillars, actuators and control units

Dimensional drawing

D-Sub 9 plug

216

1)
2)

35
40

MCU

BCU 8

BCU 5

VCU 9

VCU 8

VCU 5

SCU 9

SCU 1

MAX 6

TXG 4/5/8/92)

SCU 5

FCC plug

45
105

With integrated control units
Only with FCC plug

Technical data

Max. operating channels
Operating power
Type of protection
Color

2

R 100

STJ
STF

82
105

† 6,7

TFG 50/90

HD15 plug

Accessories
Unit

ST

Description

Designation

Order N°

n°
V DC/mA
IP
–

3
12/50
™5
Blue/anthracite

Rubber feet (100 pcs.)
Sticker arrow up
Sticker arrow down
Sticker level up
Sticker level down
Sticker head up
Sticker head down
Sticker foot up
Sticker foot down

ZBE–135310
ZFS–135309–0001
ZFS–135309–0002
ZFS–135309–0007
ZFS–135309–0008
ZFS–135309–0009
ZFS–135309–0010
ZFS–135309–0011
ZFS–135309–0012

M/0102879
M/0125710
M/0125711
M/0125712
M/0125713
M/0125714
M/0125715
M/0125716
M/0125717

224

Linear act.1)
Control units

192

Pillars1)

325

ST

Foot switches
Ordering key

S T

0

–

–

0 0

Type
Product group:
Classic, D-Sub9 or FCC plug
Standard, single-fault safety, HD15 plug
Number of channels:
One (1) channel
Two (2) channels
Three (3) channels
Cable / connecting plug:
Coiled cable 1,3-2,5 m / D-sub plug
Coiled cable 1,3-2,5 m / HD15 plug
Straight cable 2,5 m / D-sub plug
Straight cable 2,5 m / FCC plug (only for STF01 and STF02)
Straight cable 2,5 m / HD15 plug
Color:
Anthracite
Blue
Option:
None
Mounted with rubber feet
Symbols:
Arrow up/down (on each pair of buttons), 1–3 channels
Arrow up/down, M/1, 2/3 (3 memory buttons) only for STJ03

F
J
1
2
3
LU
LW
0U
0V
0W
1
4
000
MAY
X1
37
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See General Information for Medical Equipment Certified for Canada - Component
SKF ACTUATION SYSTEM (LIESTAL) AG

E182743

ORISTALSTRASSE 97
CH-4410 LIESTAL, SWITZERLAND
Linear motor actuators system Matrix, consisting of:
Control units, Models KOM1, KOM2, KOM2Y-X5, KOM3, KOM3T, KOM4, KOM6Y-X2, -X5 followed by additional alphanumeric
characters.
Control units, KOM31-50A-012, KOM31-50A-013.
Foot switch, Model EFE followed by alphanumeric characters.
Hand switches, Models EHA, EHE followed by alphanumeric characters.
Motor actuators, Models MAX1, MAX3, MAX6, THG, TLG, TLT10 followed by additional alphanumeric characters.
Nurse locking device, Model SPP followed by alphanumeric characters.
Switch distributor, Model ZVB followed by alphanumeric characters.
Linear motor actuators system AC-TELEMAG, consisting of:
Motor actuators, Model TLC12 followed by S, X, Y or Z, followed by W, followed by A or D, followed by K, N or S, followed by 2U or
blank , followed by a hyphen, followed by 0, 1 or 3, followed by 00 to 99 incl.; Model TLC12YWAS-128; Model TLD12YWAS-126; Model
THC followed by KA, 4C, 8A, 8C or 8D, followed by W, followed by A or D, followed by K, N or S, followed by 2U, followed by a
hyphen, followed by 0, 1 or 3, followed by 00 to 99 incl.; Model THC8AWDS2V-109; Model TGC followed by 8, followed by AW,
followed by A or D, followed by K, N or S, followed by 2U, followed by 0, 1 or 3, followed by 00 to 99 incl.; Model TLT10 followed by
additional alphanumeric characters.
Pneumatic hand control, Series PAM or PHC followed by alphanumeric characters.
Pneumatic foot control, Series PFP followed by alphanumeric characters.
Electrical handswitch, Model EHA followed by alphanumeric characters.
Telescopic actuators , CCA_Mavig Models CCA-MAV-880205-0542, CCA-MAV-880205-0182, CCA-MAV-880204-0542, CCA-MAV880204-0182.
Linear actuators system ECOMAG, consisting of:
Motor actuator, Model ECO followed by 2 to 9 incl., followed by a digit 0 to 9 or characters, followed by a hyphen, followed by 0 or 1,
followed by numbers 00 to 30 incl., followed by any combination of two letters, followed by a digit 1 to 8 incl., followed by A or B,
followed by A or 0, followed by numbers 000 to 999 incl.
Control unit, Model SEM1 followed by a digit 1 to 4 incl., followed by a hyphen, followed by 23, followed by A or B, followed by B or O,
followed by 0 or 1, followed by 000 to 999 incl.
Handswitch, Model EHE followed by 1 or 3, followed by a digit 1 to 4 incl., followed by a hyphen, followed by 1, followed by A or B,
followed by 0 or 1, followed by any two digits, followed by A or B.
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Linear actuators system MagDrive: Models MD 22, MD 23, MD 24, MD 25.
Linear actuators system , MagDrive Models MD 22, MD 23, MD 24, MD 25.
Mobilette control units, Models MCU1, MCU4.
System Telesmart Linear motor actuator, Model TXG followed by 1, 4 or 5, followed by a digit 0 or 1, followed by a hyphen,
followed by six alphanumeric characters, followed by a hyphen, followed by five alphanumeric characters.
Linear actuators RUNNER, Models RU20, RU21, RU22, RU23, RU24, RU25, followed by abcdefghi. Where a = any nummeric
character - stoke (mm); b = any nummeric character - assembly length (mm); c = any alphanummeric characters - color and IP
protection; d = any alphanummeric character - motor cable; e = any alphanummeric characters - position and design of rear fork
head; f = any alphanummeric characters - option 1; g = any alphanummeric characters - option 2; h = any alphanummeric
characters - option 3; i = any alphanumeric characters - customer specific adaptions.
Control unit BCU, Model BCU, followed by ab-ccdeff-gghh. Where a = any alphanummeric character - voltage and classification; b =
any alphanummeric character - number of channels; c = any alphanummeric characters - Power supply cord; d = any alphanummeric
character - color; e = any alphanummeric characters - option 1; f = any alphanummeric characters - option 2; g = any
alphanummeric characters - Functions/ Symbols; h = any alphanummeric characters - Customer specific adaptions.
Control units VCU , Models VCU1a-bbcdef-gghh, VCU5a-bbcdef-gghh, VCU5a-bbcdef-gghh, VCU8a-bbcdef-gghh, VCU9a-bbcdefgghh. Where a = any alphanummeric character - parts of channel; b = any alphanummeric character - connection cable; c = any
alphanummeric characters - color or design; d = any alphanummeric character - optional 1; e = any alphanummeric characters - type
of transformer 1; f = any alphanummeric characters - optional 2; g = any alphanummeric characters - optional 3; h = any
alphanummeric characters - Customer specification.
Control units SCU , Models SCU1a-bbcdef-gghh, SCU5a-bbcdef-gghh, SCU5a-bbcdef-gghh, SCU8a-bbcdef-gghh, SCU9a-bbcdefgghh. Where a = any alphanummeric character - parts of channel; b = any alphanummeric character - connection cable; c = any
alphanummeric characters - color or design; d = any alphanummeric character - optional 1; e = any alphanummeric characters - type
of transformer 1; f = any alphanummeric characters - optional 2; g = any alphanummeric characters - optional 3; h = any
alphanummeric characters - Customer specification.
Linear motor actuators, Models ILD5, ILD10, ILD20.
Model FSX7218-xxx-08, where xxx stands for hub up to 500mm.
Models TMS10 aaabccc-dddee, TMS00 aaabccc-dddee.
Model TSG10-BAXX0-001.
Telescope drives, Telemag Models TFG1b-cdeeefff-ggg, TFG5b-cdeeefff-ggg, TFG9b-cdeeefff-ggg, TFG5b-cdeeefff-011, TFG9bcdeeefff-011, where b = type of control, c = spindle, d = tube set, e = stoke, f = options, g = customer-specific adaptations.
Patient table , Model CAP02-CS0131-SIE01.

Marking: Company name or trademark

, model designation and Recognized Component Mark for Canada

on product.
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